April 21, 2017
8:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Best Western
Lamplighter Inn
591 Wellington Rd.
London, ON N6C 4R3

Free Educational Seminar
with
Complimentary Breakfast
Understand where your
organization is vulnerable, the
sources of these threats & the
motivation behind it.

REGISTER TODAY!
CLICK HERE or CONTACT
Riley Croke, HBBA
Commercial Account Executive

Get Up With Gallagher
Seminar Series for Privacy Law and Cyber Security
Please join Riley Croke, Mark Farrow and Dan Lewis of Arthur J. Gallagher as they host
industry experts from Harrison Pensa and Digital Boundary Group for an informative seminar
addressing Privacy Law in Ontario and how to improve your network security awareness.

Evolving Privacy and Cyber Security Legal Risks
David Canton - Information Technology and Intellectual Property Law Lawyer at Harrison Pensa

The landscape of Privacy Law in Ontario is about to change. David will talk about where
we are now, and proposed legislation that will drive compliance. Upcoming privacy breach
notification requirements, new and evolving privacy breach torts, and how the Privacy
Commissioner’s decision on high profile breaches are changing the legal standard and risks
for privacy breaches. We will explore technology advances such as the Internet of Things,
Big Data, and Artificial Intelligence and how they pose new challenges.

Emerging Information Technology (IT) Security Threats
John Millar– President, IT security assurance firm Digital Boundary Group (DBG)

Malicious intrusions, human mishaps or rogue activities pose real threats to security
and privacy that can no longer be overlooked. Understanding where your organization is
vulnerable, the sources of these threats and motivation behind them is a necessity in today’s
digital world. John will discuss current examples of cyber security exploits throughout
the community such as: ransomware, malware, social media, access card spoofing and
defeating two factor authentication. Recommendations will be provided for steps to improve
security awareness and posture through senior management, Boards of Directors, your
employees and IT staff.

Cyber Risk Transfer Solutions
Dan Lewis - Director of Cyber Liability, Arthur J. Gallagher Canada

Arthur J. Gallagher
Phone: 519-963-3593
Email: riley_croke@ajg.com
ajgcanada.com

Now that you understand a bit more about the legal landscape in Canada and emerging
IT security threats, how can you quantify the exposure for your own organization? Are
you comfortable managing this risk using your own balance sheet? Is it better to invest in
additional IT security, transfer the exposure to insurers, or some combination of both? We
will explore ways to quantify your own risk, and touch on how the insurance market has
evolved to provide solutions to this ever-evolving threat.
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